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About your Personal Reading 

 

    This reading was composed for you personally, Alex, and is based on your full name 

at birth, your date of birth, and the name you now use to introduce yourself.  Please 

check your birth data on the title page to make sure the names and date of birth used 

are correct. 

    If you have two or more middle names or last names, you may find the names 

strung together.  This is necessary to make Transit and Essence cycles function 

correctly.  For example, the name John Patrick Henry Hancock would appear on the 

title page as John PatrickHenry Hancock. 

 

    Alex, your Personal Numerology Reading describes all aspects of your chart as they 

are understood in numerology, accurately and in-depth. 

    Each chapter starts with a short introduction telling you where this particular 

number is found and how it affects you.  This is followed by the number itself.  Often, 

you will find a double digit number followed by a single digit. 

    The meaning of your number is then explained in easy to read language.  Alex, you 

don't need to know anything about numerology to be able to enjoy and benefit from 

this reading. 

 

    I hope you will enjoy your reading. 

 

LIFE PATH 

  

    If ever there was a moment of total transformation, it was the moment of your 

birth. In that instant, you stepped through a door in time into a new reality -- the 

reality of human life. The most important number in your numerology chart is based 

on the date of your birth, the moment when the curtain goes up in your life.  

    Even at that moment, you were a person with your own unique character, as 
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unique as your DNA. Everything that is you existed in potential, much like a play that 

is about to begin. Your entire life exists as a potential that has been prepared for. 

Alex, you have ultimate freedom to do with your life as you like: To fulfill its 

potential completely, or to make some smaller version of yourself. It all depends 

upon your effort and commitment. You make the decisions to fulfill, to whatever 

extent, the potential life that exists within you. That is your choice. In this sense, the 

possible you is implicit during the moment of your birth.  

    The Life Path number gives us a broad outline of the opportunities, challenges, and 

 lessons we will encounter in this lifetime. Your Life path is the road you are traveling. 

It reveals the opportunities and challenges you will face in life. Your Life Path 

number is the single most important information available in your Personality Chart! 

 

Your Life Path is 20/2  

  

    The key word in your nature is peacemaker. Alex, you have the soul of an artist. You 

are extremely sensitive, perceptive, and a bit shy. These qualities are both your 

strengths and weaknesses, for while you possess enormous sensitivity to your 

feelings and those of others, that same sensitivity can cause you to hold back and 

repress your considerable talents. Sensitivity and perceptiveness are among your 

many fine qualities 

    Because you intuitively know what people want, or feel, you can be extremely 

diplomatic and tactful. You are also patient and cooperative. You work well with 

groups and somehow find a way of creating harmony among diverse opinions. 

    You enjoy music and poetry and require a harmonious environment. 

    You have an eye for beauty and a fine sense of balance and rhythm. You have 

healing capabilities, especially in such fields as massage, acupuncture, physical 

therapy, and counseling. 

    However, your sensitivity can also be your downfall. Alex, your extremely delicate 

ego bruises easily and can make too much of someone else's thoughtless remarks or 
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criticisms. Because you get hurt easily, you may tend to withhold your own thoughts 

and contributions to the matter at hand. This can cause you considerable resentment 

and anger. 

    Too often, you run from confrontation to avoid a battle. 

    When you employ your considerable inner strength, you will discover your 

enormous power and abilities to direct difficult situations toward your own goals. It 

is the awareness of your inner strength that will give you the courage to use your 

own personal power when it is needed. You are a sensitive and passionate lover; 

your perceptiveness makes you aware of your partner's needs and desires, which you 

are able to fulfill with almost magical delicacy. 

    However, when you feel you have been mistreated or jilted, you can react with 

devastating power, sometimes using personal criticisms vindictively. Your 

awareness, diplomatic skills, and organizational talents give you the ability to bring 

off difficult tasks. You willingly step out of the limelight to facilitate the success of 

your endeavor. In truth, you are often the power behind the throne. However, you 

do not always receive the credit you deserve for the fine work you've done, or your 

role is underestimated and your accomplishments overlooked. Rather than brood 

over your losses, you need to confront those who would make less of your 

 contributions and stand up for your accomplishments. You need security and comfort, 

quiet settings, and the company of loved ones. You are a perfectionist when it comes 

to your home and work environment. Alex, you have excellent taste which is obvious 

in your private surroundings. You are a fine companion and possess a good sense of 

humor. Friends seek you out for your calming and peaceful company. You are a safe 

haven to other sensitive people, who recognize your compassion and understanding. 

When you have found your niche in life, you have all the talents and intelligence for 

great success. Seek out work that allows your sensitive nature to flourish -- be the 

glue that binds others together. 

 

BIRTHDAY 
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    The day you were born bears great significance in understanding who you are and 

where your talents lie.  The day of birth indicates some special talent you possess.  It 

is a gift to you that will help you along your Life's Path.  Your day of birth is one of 

your four core numbers -- the Life Path, Expression, and Heart’s Desire being the 

other three.  It is the least significant of the four core numbers, but perhaps the most 

finite, in that it reveals a specific ability you possess in a marked degree. 

 

Your Birthday is 15  

  

    You are highly creative and artistic.  Alex, you also have a gift for languages.  No 

matter what you do as a profession, your love tends to be the arts, especially the 

visual arts, such as painting, calligraphy, or sculpture. 

    There is a yearning within you to ground within the family or community structure, 

but there is a hint of wanderlust, too, which makes grounding difficult.  You want the 

best in your life, and you strive for it. 

    Commitment to relationships -- especially home and marriage -- is a central issue in 

your life.  You must be willing to bring out the best in your partner, or the place you 

live.  In the same way, you must truly commit to your own abilities -- make the most 

of them! Honor your talent and cultivate it with hard work and refinement. 

    Alex, you are very sensitive.  Criticism has a very negative effect on you.  For this 

reason, you tend to support others to the point of denying yourself.  You want to live 

according to the Golden Rule, which is that you treat others as you would want to be 

treated. 

    You are generous and understanding.  As a parent, you are devoted to your children 

and can maintain stability and love within the family.  You tend to be demonstrative 

in your affections. 

    You are responsible but keep your own counsel and make your own decisions.  You 

 probably look young for your age. 
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    In addition to your artistic talent, you possess sound business and financial 

instincts.  You tend to be thorough and conscientious in your approach to business, 

traits that pay off in the long run. 

    Alex, you must beware of becoming too soft in relationships.  People can see you 

as an easy mark, or abuse your well-worn shoulder, upon which many tears have 

been shed.  Be more than a willing ear. 

 

    You have considerable talent as a healer, but need to develop the actual tools of 

the healing vocation in order to truly help others. 

    You are multi-talented and with focus and determination, you have great potential 

for success. 

 

EXPRESSION 

  

    Your Expression number reveals your physical and mental constitution, the 

orientation or goal of your life.  Some numerologists refer to this number as the 

Destiny, because it represents a lifelong target at which you are aiming.  You work at 

fulfilling this potential every day of your life.  Thus, the Expression number reveals 

your inner goal, the person you aim to be.   

    The Expression number reveals the talents, abilities, and shortcomings that were 

with you when you entered your human body.  Your name, and the numbers derived 

from it, reveals your development, as well as the talents and issues you will be 

working with during this life. 

    For those for whom reincarnation is an accepted philosophy, the vibration of your 

full name can be seen as the totality of your personal evolution, the experiences, 

talents, and wisdom accumulated over many life times.  Every experience, no matter 

how great or small, along this evolutionary path has influenced your development, 

and brought you to your current state of being. 

    The Expression is your being; the Life Path is the major lesson you are attempting 
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to learn this time around.  Time allows the gradual emergence of your personality.  

By reading the Expression number below, you will come to understand your basic 

nature and the abilities and issues inherent in your being. 

 

Your Expression is 6  

  

    Alex, you are a loving and caring individual with a tendency to put the needs of 

others before those of yourself.  You are responsible and trustworthy with a high 

regard for justice and honesty.  Duty will follow you all your life and sometimes feel a 

 little too much of a burden. 

    You are artistic.  Harmony and beauty are high on your list of priorities.  You have 

musical talent but the creative talents of a 6 are sometimes left undeveloped or 

suppressed as a result of your tendency to sacrifice your time and pleasure to the 

service of others.  You are highly creative in all areas of life, particularly the visual.  

You are also a talented business person and can work methodically toward the 

realization of your goals. 

    You have a natural gift with flowers, gardens, and animals.  Your love of children 

has caused numerologists to dub you the "Cosmic Mother or Cosmic Father".  The 

very shape of the 6 resembles and symbolizes "Pregnant with Love". 

    You are a natural counselor and healer.  But you must be careful not to interfere 

with the freedom of others.  You are recognized as an idealist, mainly regarding 

marriage, friendships and humanity. 

    The 6 is the most balanced of all numbers, but also contains within itself the 

greatest paradoxes.  It is as if opposite tendencies were tenuously poised.  Because 

of its gift for harmonizing these opposites, you are uniquely qualified to handle and 

integrate contradictions within yourself.  It is for this reason that 6s so frequently find 

themselves in the role of healers or counselors, creating a peace between opposing 

points of view, or internal conflicts within the self. 

    While you can be very idealistic, there may also be a temptation to acquire 
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beautiful objects by improper means.  You must also guard against other 

meddlesome behavior and domestic tyranny, or always having to have your own way 

in a family dispute. 

    Conversely, you have it within yourself to understand another person's dilemma 

and come up with a creative solution.  Your natural ability to give comfort and 

warmth can smooth over hurt feelings like a healing balm.  You attract love and 

appreciation.  And rightly so, because you give the same in return. 

    You make an outstanding teacher (especially young children or special education), 

healer, counselor social worker, psychologist, artist, designer, gardener, florist, and 

farmer.  You can be successful in business, especially those that involve dealing with 

people. 

 

MINOR EXPRESSION 

  

    The Minor Expression number is based on the current (or short) name; the name 

you now use to introduce yourself including your last name. 

    The influence of the short name is minor in comparison to your full name.  

Interestingly, the short name often compensates in some way for numbers (and their 

related characteristics) that are missing or out of balance in the full name.   

     For instance, a number missing in the full name may show up prominently in the 

short name; or a number (or numbers) that appears in excess in the full name can be 

compensated for in the short name.  If a name change takes place later in life through 

marriage or for professional reasons, it adds or subtracts certain qualities.  It can also 

focus and intensify existing characteristics or talents that may be latent. 

 

Your Minor Expression is 6  

  

    Your short name adds love, warmth, generosity and genuine concern for others.  It 

increases your concern for family and those less fortunate than you. 
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    Alex, you are better equipped to deal with duty and responsibility and even find 

greater satisfaction in it. 

    You want to do good in the world.  You become more socially conscious and seek 

ways to better the plight of others. 

    Your artistic abilities are enhanced.  You are more concerned with beautifying your 

home, or engaging in healing and teaching. 

 

HEART'S DESIRE 

  

    Your Heart's Desire is the inner you.  It shows your underlying urge, your true 

motivation.  It reveals the general intention behind many of your actions.  

Consequently, it dramatically influences the choices you make in life.  The Heart's 

desire is seen as part of the larger picture, called the core numbers, which includes 

the Life Path, Expression, Day you were born, and Personality.  But each points to a 

different aspect of you. 

    The Expression number reveals your talents and abilities, and your general 

direction in life.  The Life Path is the central lesson you came into the world to learn.  

The Day you were born is very closely connected to your Life Path.  It reveals specific 

talents you possess, which will be helpful to you in dealing with your Life Path.  The 

Personality reveals how people tend to see you.  It also demonstrates what 

characteristics you are projecting to the world.  The Heart's Desire demonstrates the 

identity of the soul that joined the earth -- you, the spiritual being. 

 

Your Heart's Desire is 6  

  

    Alex, your attention is directed to helping and caring for those you love.  You are 

exceedingly domestic.  You love your home and family and work hard to make both 

comfortable and secure.  Your love for family and friends is a major source of your 

happiness and sometimes unhappiness. 
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     Your desire to help others is so strong that you often find yourself sacrificing your 

own personal needs for someone else's.  You can overdo it, becoming too deeply 

involved in other people's lives.  You risk interfering in personal matters and or 

smothering those you love in too much affection.  This can be especially weakening 

to children, who never experience their own personal strength if an adult is too 

protective. 

    You are extremely loyal and rarely let anyone down.  You need to feel appreciation 

for your giving and caring.  You want to know that you are needed. 

    Alex, you are generous and very forgiving.  You are somehow able to overlook the 

worst mistakes in another and find enough good in that person to continue the 

relationship. 

    You are patient, warm, and sympathetic, sometimes to the point of sentimentality. 

    You have a natural ability as a counselor and healer.  You are an excellent listener, 

compassionate and understanding.  You are able to both sympathize and empathize 

with a person's dilemma.  Your challenge as a counselor is to be adequately educated 

so that you can do more than provide a sympathetic ear or shoulder. 

    You possess a great deal of artistic talent, though you may not have a lot of 

confidence in your ability.  Art gives you a great deal of pleasure and satisfaction.  

You are especially sensitive to your environment and have a knack for creating an 

artistic, healing, and harmonious atmosphere in your home or work space. 

    Alex, your deepest intention is to love those around you, and be loved in return.  

Six is the most loving of all numbers, especially in one-to-one relationships.  Your 

instincts are toward your family and friends.  You envision a beautiful and 

harmonious life with love as the basis for all social interaction.  Your love is returned 

manifold; people appreciate you and the love you give, and are willing to go to great 

lengths to keep you close at hand. 

 

MINOR HEART'S DESIRE 
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    The Minor Heart's Desire number is derived from the vowels of your current name; 

the name you now use to introduce yourself.  The current name is a refinement of 

the more complex qualities of your longer name (the full name at birth).  It sharpens 

and bundles the energies that are reflected by your full name.  It intensifies certain 

aspects of your being , and de-emphasizes others.  For this reason, the short name 

often provides insight into what you truly want in life.  It also often reveals the 

extent of your understanding of what you want from this life.  It reveals both your 

strong desires, and the limits you place upon your potential.      

    Your feelings about your current name are different from your full name.  It affects 

how you feel about yourself; it changes your identity slightly. 

  

Your Minor Heart's Desire is 6  

  

    Alex, your short name increases your capacity to radiate warmth, solicitude, and 

kindness.  You are more patient with others and a far better listener.  Your 

willingness to carry the burden of others is increased. 

    Your Minor Heart's Desire increases your creativity and your domestic instincts.  

Women feel better at home; men feel more comfortable in the roles of husband, 

father, and provider. 

    Your sense of harmony and social consciousness are enhanced.  You are better able 

to settle disputes. 

    Six is the most balanced of all numbers, in harmony with all other numbers.  Very 

few people with 6s in prominent places stray very far from their true natures. 

 

PERSONALITY 

  

    Your Personality number is derived from the consonants of your full name at birth.  

Your Personality is like a narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your true 

nature.  It is those aspects that you feel comfortable sharing with people at the 
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outset of a relationship.  With time and trust, you invite others into the deeper 

aspects of your nature; you reveal more of who you really are, in effect, your Heart's 

Desire, Expression, and so on. 

    Your Personality number often serves as a censoring device, both in terms of what 

you send out, as well as what you allow to approach.  It discriminates in the kinds of 

people and information you let enter your heart and mind.  For this reason, your 

Personality is usually much more narrow and protective in its definition than the real 

you.  It can screen out some of what you do not want to deal with -- people or 

situations -- but it also welcomes those things that immediately relate to your inner 

nature. 

    Your Personality number also indicates how others perceive you.  No one can be 

objective about himself or herself.  Even our closest friends and relatives have 

trouble describing how they see us. 

 

Your Personality is 9  

  

    Alex, you have an impressive and aristocratic bearing.  No matter how tall you are, 

you appear noble and upright.  You are very much in control of the image you send 

out to others. 

    Many actors, dancers, and other performers have a 9 Personality Number.  You are 

0 elegant, graceful, and charismatic.  Many admire you. 

    You have the kind of stature that pulls people to you or repels them intensely.  

Some are jealous of you and may seek to belittle you. 

    You may encourage this to some extent by the amount of arrogance you radiate.  

This is a caution for all 9 Personalities -- they are sometimes aloof and hold 

themselves above the world. 

    Your challenge is to come down to earth with your fellow man. 

    Conversely, you have a great compassion for humanity and want to dedicate 

yourself to improving the lot of others.  You are better when dealing with the trials of 
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the many than the trouble of a single person.  You are more capable of working on 

the grand scale, addressing the needs of society, than on a one-to-one basis. 

    Alex, you are kind and sympathetic, helpful and compassionate.  Behind the 

controlled and calm facade, you are sensitive, vulnerable and emotional. 

    You have excellent taste.  There is a good deal of artistic talent in you that shows in 

your home environment and your clothing. 

    You tend to see yourself as a guardian of society, a benevolent leader, guiding and 

directing your community toward a better world. 

 

MATURITY 

  

    Your Maturity number indicates an underlying wish or desire that gradually surfaces 

around age thirty to thirty-five.  This underlying goal begins to emerge as you gain a 

better understanding of yourself.  With self-knowledge comes a greater awareness 

of who you are, what your true goals in life are, and what direction you want to set 

for your life.  This, in a nutshell, is the gift of maturity: You no longer waste time and 

energy on things that are not within your own special identity. 

    No matter what your age is at present, your life is being channeled in a specific 

direction, toward a very specific goal.  That goal can be seen as a reward or the 

fulfillment of a promise that is implicit in your current efforts, often without your 

knowing it consciously.  While the characteristics of this number are usually visible 

during childhood, we tend to lose sight of these aspects until later in life.  But our 

lives are always being affected by this influence, nonetheless. 

    Your Maturity number begins to have a more profound impact on your life after the 

age of 35.  The influence of the number increases steadily as you grow older. 

 

Your Maturity is 8  

  

    As you mature, Alex, you will grow in success and financial reward.  You will find 
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yourself deepening your commitment to your work.  You will find it easier to 

1 overcome difficulties that manifest in your path.  Your capacity to use power will 

grow; you will be recognized as a pillar of influence and dependability within your 

community. 

    You will have to be strong and self-disciplined to avoid sudden painful material 

losses.  Beware of ego-inflation, the surest symptom of an imminent fall. 

    The 8 Maturity Number requires a certain degree of detachment from material 

success; otherwise it will rule your personality, and make money an obsession.  

Detachment allows you to remain focused on the higher values of mankind.  One of 

your important motivations should be a desire to build, create, or market in order to 

enjoy the game of business. 

    Alex, your wisdom and sheer common sense are recognized by many and will 

attract important positions.  It is possible that you will be given responsibility for the 

care and management of other people's property.  You may also be asked to guide 

large institutions. 

    If you already have several 8s in your chart, especially in the core numbers, you will 

have to guard against selfishness, accumulation for the sake of status, and greed.  If 

you have few 8s in your chart, or none at all, your opportunity to achieve the success 

and financial independence is greatly increased. 

 

L/E BRIDGE 

  

    The Bridge numbers in your chart are the numbers that indicate how you can make 

the relationship between the individual core numbers in your chart easier and more 

compatible.  Bridge numbers have the potential to "close the gap" between the Life 

Path and Expression number, or the Heart's Desire and Personality number. 

    In this chapter we will explain what you can do to make your talents, strengths, and 

specific abilities (Expression number) more easily available and fitting the needs of 

your main lesson(s), and expected direction of growth (Life Path). 
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Your Life Path / Expression Bridge number is 4  

  

    Avoid procrastination, Alex.  Try to be more reliable and punctual.  Be practical, 

methodical, and systematic in your endeavors.  Keep track of details; avoid chaos.  

Work on the basics of life.  Physical and outdoor activities bring you closer to 

yourself, so get out in nature, work in the garden, or build a fence. 

 

H/P BRIDGE 

  

    Several Bridge numbers can be found in your chart.  The Bridge number between 

2 the Life Path number and the Expression number was described earlier in your 

reading.  The following Bridge number relates to your Heart's Desire number and 

your Personality number.  This Bridge number, the Heart's Desire - Personality 

bridge, explains how you can make your deeper self -- your needs and desires, your 

true nature -- more aligned with the part of your personality others tend to recognize 

when they meet you.  With a little exaggeration, you could say that your Personality 

number is somewhat like your mask.  It is the more superficial you; a protective 

shield and a camouflage of the deeper you.  You can easily imagine how much more 

comfortable, and less self-conscious, the experience of life becomes when your 

deeper and more real you is closer and more fitting to the personality you reveal on a 

day to day basis. 

 

Your Heart's Desire / Personality Bridge number is 3  

  

    Loosen up a bit.  Have some fun; recharge your batteries.  Be more generous to 

yourself.  Communicate your deeper feelings without fear to those close to you.  Be 

more creative, particularly in the areas of dancing, writing, acting, or poetry.  Develop 

faith in yourself. 
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KARMIC LESSONS 

  

    Numerology is based on the understanding that we enter life with certain strengths 

and weaknesses.  Karmic lessons are areas that we are currently weak in and must be 

faced and worked on in this life.  There can be more than one Karmic Lesson.  These 

are indicated by the absence of certain numbers in your name. 

    The letters and numbers of your name point to talents and abilities that you 

possess.  These characteristics can be compared to a workshop in which certain tools 

are available to you.  Missing numbers, those that are not represented in the letters 

in your name, imply tools that are unavailable, and must be learned and mastered 

during this lifetime. 

    You may well recognize your Karmic Lessons as weaknesses you have learned to 

overcome in the course of your life, however, the challenges implied in your Karmic 

Lessons will continue to come up occasionally for the rest of your life. 

 

You have a Karmic Lesson 2  

  

    Alex, you must learn to be more diplomatic and tactful, to stay in the background 

when necessary and sometimes to accomplish something without the need to be 

praised and rewarded.  Learn to be part of a team. 

3     You must learn to be more sensitive to other peoples' needs and feelings.  You will 

regularly find yourself in a situation where the only road to success is through 

patience and attention, requiring you to work closely cooperatively with others. 

  

    The effects of this Karmic Lesson are diminished if you have at least one 2 among 

your core numbers (Life Path, Birthday, Hearts Desire, Expression, or Personality 

Number). 
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You have a Karmic Lesson 4  

  

    Alex, you feel confusion about your life's direction.  You will have to establish a 

methodical and disciplined approach.  You need to create a foundation for your life.  

Otherwise, you will feel lost and tossed about by change. 

    You have trouble finding the work you do best.  You tend to be somewhat 

impractical and disorganized.  You look for the answers to life's problems outside 

yourself, rather than within.  New jobs start off as The Answer, but do not have the 

same glamour for long.  You quickly discover that the new work requires the same 

effort and perseverance, without the excitement you expected, which may cause you 

to give up too soon. 

    Concentration and application need to be strengthened.  

 

    The effects of this Karmic Lesson are diminished if you have at least one 4 among 

your core numbers (Life Path, Birthday, Hearts Desire, Expression, or Personality 

Number). 

 

You have a Karmic Lesson 7  

  

    Alex, you need to deepen your knowledge and talents in a specific discipline.  You 

lack the will or determination to perfect yourself or a specific talent you possess.  You 

must learn to be your own critic, without self condemnation, in order to bring your 

abilities to their full development. 

    You will learn not to take things at face value.  A superficial understanding of 

important matters will prevent you from experiencing the satisfaction of your true 

potential. 

 

    The effects of this Karmic Lesson are diminished if you have at least one 7 among 

your core numbers (Life Path, Birthday, Hearts Desire, Expression, or Personality 
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Number). 

 

4 You have a Karmic Lesson 8  

  

    Alex, you can attract a considerable amount of money and even be a good business 

person, but you experience major ups and downs in your financial affairs, due largely 

to your lack of caution in handling your resources. 

    You are highly independent and do not want to be told how to do things.  You have 

great problems with authority figures.  This stems from a kind of know-it-all attitude 

and stubborn behavior that prevents you from knowing your limits. 

    You will have to work at knowing how to handle money.  In all likelihood, you will 

attract enough of it, but it has a tendency to slip through your fingers.  This Karmic 

Lesson forces you to learn your limitations, and the limitations of your resources. 

    Learn to be efficient. 

 

    The effects of this Karmic Lesson are diminished if you have at least one 8 among 

your core numbers (Life Path, Birthday, Hearts Desire, Expression, or Personality 

Number). 

 

You have a Karmic Lesson 9  

  

    Alex, you must learn to be more compassionate, tolerant, and understanding.  You 

have to learn to identify with the trials of others.  There will be times when you will 

have to sacrifice some egocentric ambition for the good of a particular project or 

some larger goal. 

    You must learn to broaden your view of life.  You have to see things on a larger 

scale.  You do not realize the enormous potential you have in influencing your own 

destiny and that of others.  Therefore, you hold back your efforts at helping people, 

or furthering a particular social cause.  You have an issue with commitment to 
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community or mankind. 

     

    The effects of this Karmic Lesson are diminished if you have at least one 9 among 

your core numbers (Life Path, Birthday, Expression, Hearts Desire, or Personality 

Number). 

 

HIDDEN PASSION 

  

    Your Hidden Passion reveals one or more special strengths and talents that you rely 

upon and are available to you.  The Hidden Passion represents your specific field of 

expertise, or a concentrated talent.   

    Metaphorically, this talent can be seen as having a power all its own to shape your 

5 life.  Its existence gives you a strong desire to develop and to express that particular 

ability.  Having the talent demands that you express it, that you experience this part 

of you, and that you live according to its nature.  In this way, the Hidden Passion 

shapes your personality, and guides your life. 

 

Your Hidden Passion is 1  

  

    Alex, you have a strong drive to stand out.  You have a great ambition and desire to 

accomplish.  You are highly competitive and want to be the best and the first in 

everything you do.  You are highly energetic and creative.  You are capable of 

influencing and even dominating others.  You have highly developed political skills, 

and can succumb to manipulation unless your ideals are high. 

    Ironically, there are times when you lack confidence, especially at an earlier age, 

but you have the strength to overcome this obstacle. 

    Alex, you are a survivor, a warrior, a leader.  Many great athletes and politicians 

have this number as a Hidden Passion. 
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Your Hidden Passion is 3  

  

    Alex, you are highly social and have a gift for self- expression.  You love to 

entertain and attend parties.  You are exceedingly popular, and a good friend. 

    You are highly talented in one or more of the arts -- writing, acting, music, or 

painting. 

    You need excitement.  When things are dull, you tend to fantasize and sometimes 

exaggerate. 

    You are very inspiring and motivating to others.  You are blessed with a 

considerable amount of charm and charisma.  You are highly optimistic, which can 

make you a bit of a rolling stone.  You think that the grass is always going to be 

greener on the other side of the hill. 

    Alex, you need discipline and focus to make the most of your talents.  You can fall 

victim to scattering your energies.  You have to guard against being selfish and 

indulging in too much sensory gratification. 

 

Your Hidden Passion is 5  

  

    Alex, you love travel, change, and new challenges.  You are highly adaptable and 

versatile.  You have a talent for languages, and are generally good with words.  

Writing, promotion, and public relations work suit you perfectly. 

    You are sensual and a bit impulsive.  You love to satisfy your senses, which can get 

6 you into trouble.  Overindulgence in food, drink, sex, and drugs are common among 

people with too many 5s -- six or more. 

    You are resourceful and original.  You have a good sense of humor and a quick 

tongue. 

    Your desire for freedom is extremely strong and it will take effort and discipline to 

stick with whatever it is you started.  There is a tendency to give up a project or 

situation prematurely. 
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    Alex, you may be interested in too many things, which can make it hard for you to 

apply yourself to one area successfully. 

    You are very unconventional. 

    Commitment in relationships and your work is fundamental to your happiness.  You 

may have a tendency to wander from person to person, job to job, making depth of 

relationship or deep expertise difficult. 

 

Your Hidden Passion is 6  

  

    Alex, you have a dream to be of service to those you love and your community.  You 

have the ability to be a healer, counselor, or teacher. 

    You are a highly responsible person, willing to sacrifice much.  You must be careful 

of not becoming a doormat for those who do not appreciate you, or seek to take 

advantage of you. 

    Alex, you are idealistic and have strong opinions.  You also have a tendency to 

become self righteous.  You are generous and a humanitarian. 

    You are an excellent parent and marriage partner.  You are helpful and forever 

willing to listen to someone else's troubles, but must be careful not to interfere. 

 

PLANES OF EXPRESSION 

  

    Each of us experiences life on four different levels: with our physical body; our 

mental faculty; our emotional makeup; and our intuition.  Each of these areas has a 

specific means of perceiving information.  The physical body is capable of touch, 

taste, pleasure, and pain.  It provides us with a sense of the physical world.  The 

mental body, like the emotional and intuitive natures, perceives the invisible worlds.  

Our minds deal with the world of thought.  The heart, of course, is preoccupied 

exclusively with the world of emotion.  Our feelings teach us many things about 

ourselves and about others.  Finally, we have the capacity for direct contact with the 
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higher realms by way of intuition.  Intuitive insight comes in a flash.  It is not rational 

-- that is the world of the mental plane -- but comes as if it were placed at the 

doorstep of our minds.  Intuition, therefore, bypasses all effort. 

7     These four faculties exist in all of us.  But each of us depends more on one or two of 

them for the bulk of our knowledge.  Some of us are possessed by our senses, while 

others live almost exclusively in our hearts, or minds. 

    Numerology indicates how we as individuals function on each plane. 

    The letters of the alphabet are divided in four categories: physical, mental, 

emotional and intuitive. 

    The proportion of each category in your name gives a good indication of which 

Planes of Expression are strongest in you, and which ones are weaker. 

    These Planes of Expression can greatly help you to understand your talents and 

abilities. 

 

PLANE OF EXPRESSION PHYSICAL 

  

Your Plane of Expression Physical is 5  

  

    Alex, you have a natively strong constitution.  You are versatile and resourceful.  

You have a flexible body and quick reactions. 

    You enjoy change, travel, and meeting new people.  You have a talent for 

promoting ideas. 

    You are attracted to the new and exciting.  You seek knowledge and understanding 

through experience. 

    You go about life in a unique and innovative way; you avoid the conventional and 

traditional. 

    You talk well about many different things and are an excellent salesman if you 

believe in the product. 
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PLANE OF EXPRESSION MENTAL 

  

Your Plane of Expression Mental is 4  

  

    Alex, you are a fine planner with a good eye for details.  You are very conscientious 

and practical.  However, you can get lost in the details of a project and lose sight of 

the larger picture. 

    You must learn tact and give others -- especially family members -- room to live 

according to their own standards.  You can be somewhat domineering, especially 

when you are concerned about their general well-being. 

 

PLANE OF EXPRESSION EMOTIONAL 

  

8 Your Plane of Expression Emotional is 6  

  

    Alex, you are highly emotional, yet you possess a rare degree of balance to which 

you can turn.  You love family and close friends as few people are able.  You worry 

too much and feel responsible for other people’s actions. 

    You take justice and honesty with extreme seriousness; however, you may be too 

disciplined. 

    You have artistic talent.  You like to help others more than most, and are willing to 

sacrifice your own needs.  You have an ability for teaching and healing. 

    You need much love and can give the same in return.  You are highly idealistic, and 

very committed once you decide upon your soul mate. 

 

BALANCE 

  

    People experience different internal responses to life's challenges.  Some 

withdraw from difficult situations to think them through; others withdraw from their 
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emotions, to try and keep themselves from feeling anything.  Some explode with 

emotions, but allow the explosion to pass quickly.  Others linger with their feelings, 

holding on to them well past the time they should have let them go. 

    Very often, these are conditioned or emotional responses that emerge without 

thought or analysis.  Maturity and self-development help us to learn new and more 

effective methods of handling our world and the problems we confront.  Your 

Balance number provides you with the guidance on how best to deal with difficult or 

threatening situations. 

 

Your Balance is 1  

  

    Draw strength from yourself, Alex, but be more willing to share your troubles with 

friends and family.  You can be a loner in the face of problems.  This can isolate you 

during troubled times.  Be open to the advice of others.  This will widen your 

perspective on the problem and give you new information on which to base your 

approach. 

    Strength, creativity, and courage are the arms with which you will win the war, 

Alex. 

 

RATIONAL THOUGHT 

  

    Your Rational Thought number reveals what can probably best be described as the 

way you think.  Are you a practical, methodical thinker, or a dreamer? Do you 

9 frequently allow your imagination to color your perception? Are you unconventional 

and original in the face of a practical problem, or do you stick to proven methods? 

    This is the kind of information revealed through your Rational Thought number. 

 

Your Rational Thought is 30/3  
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    Alex, you are creative, but your thoughts tend to be scattered.  You jump around 

inside your head without much focus.  You come up with solutions that reveal an 

illogical approach, yet they often work. 

    As it applies to you, rational thinking is a contradiction in terminus.  You project, 

interpret, and analyze your projects and problems in a manner that often leaves 

others flabbergasted.  However, you are unbeatable when it comes to shining new 

and original light on issues; often coming up with unique answers. 

    You have this Rational Thought number in common with a number of famous and 

original thinkers -- and the key-word here is original -- throughout history. 

 

CORNERSTONE 

  

    The first letter of your first name gives an additional indication to your character, 

particularly as to the manner in which you approach opportunities and obstacles.  The 

first letter is called your Cornerstone. 

 

Your Cornerstone is A  

  

    Alex, you are ambitious, independent and have great drive, you are not easily 

influenced.  You are mental and direct.  You want to take charge.  You have willpower 

and are resolute and purposeful.  You have courage and boldness but may also be 

stubborn and willful.  Be more flexible and willing to listen to others. 

 

SUBCONSCIOUS SELF 

  

    Your Subconscious Self reveals how you react to demanding situations.  It indicates 

your ability to get the most out of your talents and opportunities, especially when 

you face new or challenging circumstances.  The Subconscious Self also reveals the 

areas of our character that need to be strengthened. 
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Your Subconscious Self is 4  

  

    Alex, you may have a tendency to lose yourself in trivial details, causing confusion 

0 and indecisiveness, and even paralyzing your ability to react quickly and forcefully.  

You have to learn to trust your instincts and to act quickly.  Hesitation and 

procrastination have to be avoided.  You need a solid foundation in your life.  You 

need a family and work-environment in which you have responsibility, dependents, 

and the rewards that come with completing specific tasks.
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